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IDA dedicates "Spirit of Diwali"
Annual Dinner/Gala
in celebration of the Epic Victory
of Dr. Chad Gehani,
ADA Trustee 2014!
on Sat, Oct 19th, 2013 at the
World's Fair Marina

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
Greetings!
I hope everyone is enjoying the beautiful
summer weather finally! On a beautiful
weekend from May 30th to June 2nd,
the NYSDA House of Delegates met at
Grand Hyatt in New York city. The level
of excitement for the IDA members was
great, as our Executive Director and past
NYSDA President, Dr. Chad Gehani
contested and won the esteemed ADA
Trustee position! I had the privilege and
honor of representing Indian Dental Association while being an Alternate
delegate at this historic occasion. The election for ADA Trustee Elect had
three well qualified candidates, Dr. Michael Breault, Dr. Kevin Henner and
Dr. Chad Gehani seeking the position and the balloting resulted in the
election of our own Dr. Chad Gehani as the next ADA Trustee to be
representing the ADA Second District. Dr. Gehani humbly accepted the
position to a standing ovation thanking his wife Dr. Rekha Gehani, his family,
including his QCDS family, and those who supported him and assuring all
that he will do the best job he can in representing the interests of all
members. The NYSDA officers installed and assuming their positions
immediately are: President Dr. Joel Friedman, President Elect Dr. John
Liang, Vice President Dr. David Miller and Treasurer Dr. Mark Weinberger.

After watching our elected officials in action, I have nothing but the greatest
pride and admiration for how the House of Delegates has evolved and the
way it functions. As the supreme governing and legislative body for the New
York State Dental Association, its officers demonstrated their understanding
of the issues, voicing their opinion while taking their responsibilities
seriously. Having been involved in organized dentistry at the grassroots
level for over two decades, I was able to see firsthand how the 13 local
Components, NYSDA staff, legal, administrative and executive all together
form the structure of governance. It was great to see some of our own
leaders Dr. Amrish Parikh, Dr. Meena Jaiswal , Dr. Prabha Krishnan,
Dr. Hemanth Shelawala and Dr. Viren Jhaveri hard at work. Dr. Rekha
Gehani was very visible on the floor of the HOD, making her point on
issues, while at other times being beside her husband and supporting him.
Thank you Drs. Chad and Rekha Gehani for your invaluable leadership and
service to organized dentistry!
At IDA our committee is participating at the annual Diwali festival at South
street Seaport by offering oral screening to the community. We are also
planning the IDA annual Convention and Gala Dinner in October. We hope
that IDA members will attend in full force. In that context I would like to thank
Henry Schein and North Shore Wealth Management for their continuing
support, with whose help we are able to bring dental education to our
members.
Have a great summer with your families!
Best Wishes,
Sudhakar Shetty, DDS

New State Health Department Prescription
Monitoring Registry Coming This August

Congratulations to...
Dr. Rashmi and Meena Mehta on the happy occasion of the
wedding of their son Nirav with Krupa!

We thank Team Schein for their continued
support and participation in the annual IDA convention!

North Shore Wealth Management LLC
Edward Deicke, Frank Nargentino, CFP®
Managing Partners
255 Executive Dr
Suite 305
Plainview, NY 11803
800-935-1899
info@northshorewm.com
www.northshorewm.com

Medical Professionals: A Prescription
for Your Financial Health
The demands on medical practitioners today can
seem overwhelming. It's no secret that health-care
delivery is changing, and those changes are reflected
in the financial issues that health-care professionals
face every day. You must continually educate yourself
about new research in your chosen specialty, stay
current on the latest technology that is transforming
health care, and pay attention to business
considerations, including ever-changing state and
federal insurance regulations.

Much like medicine, the
field of finance has been
the subject of much
scientific research and
data, and should be
approached with the
same level of discipline
and thoughtfulness.

Like many, you may have transitioned from medical
school and residency to being on your own with little
formal preparation for the substantial financial issues
you now face. Even the day-to-day concerns that
affect most people--paying college tuition bills or
student loans, planning for retirement, buying a home,
insuring yourself and your business--may be
complicated by the challenges and rewards of a
medical practice. It's no wonder that many medical
practitioners look forward to the day when they can
relax and enjoy the fruits of their labors.
Unfortunately, substantial demands on your time can
make it difficult for you to accurately evaluate your
financial plan, or monitor changes that can affect it.
That's especially true given ongoing health care
reform efforts that will affect the future of the industry
as a whole. Just as patients need periodic checkups,
you may need to work with a financial professional to
make sure your finances receive the proper care.

Maximizing your personal assets
Much like medicine, the field of finance has been the
subject of much scientific research and data, and
should be approached with the same level of
discipline and thoughtfulness. Making the most of
your earning years requires a plan for addressing the
following issues.

health-care field by a decade or more in starting to
save and invest for retirement. You may have found
yourself struggling with debt from years of college,
internship, and residency; later, there's the ongoing
juggling act between making mortgage payments,
caring for your parents, paying for weddings and
tuition for your children, and maybe trying to squeeze
in a vacation here and there. Because starting to save
early is such a powerful ally when it comes to building
a nest egg, you may face a real challenge in assuring
your own retirement. A solid financial plan can help.
Investments
Getting a late start on saving for retirement can create
other problems. For example, you might be tempted
to try to make up for lost time by making investment
choices that carry an inappropriate level or type of
risk for you. Speculating with money you will need in
the next year or two could leave you short when you
need that money. And once your earnings improve,
you may be tempted to overspend on luxuries you
were denied during the lean years. One of the
benefits of a long-range financial plan is that it can
help you protect your assets--and your future--from
inappropriate choices.
Tuition
Many medical professionals not only must pay off
student loans, but also have a strong desire to help
their children with college costs, precisely because
they began their own careers saddled with large
debts.
Tax considerations
Once the lean years are behind you, your success
means you probably need to pay more attention to
tax-aware investing strategies that help you keep
more of what you earn.

Retirement

Using preventive care

Your years of advanced training and perhaps the
additional costs of launching and building a practice
may have put you behind your peers outside the

The nature of your profession requires that you pay
special attention to making sure you are protected
both personally and professionally from the financial
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consequences of legal action, a medical emergency
of your own, and business difficulties. Having a
well-defined protection plan can give you confidence
that you can practice your chosen profession without
putting your family or future in jeopardy.
Liability insurance

Feeling the pain
The average debt burden
for a physician graduating
from a medical school in
2011 was roughly
$161,000.
Source: Association of
American Medical Colleges,
2011

Medical professionals are caught financially between
rising premiums for malpractice insurance and fixed
reimbursements from managed-care programs, and
you may find yourself evaluating a variety of
approaches to providing that protection. Some
physicians also carry insurance that protects them
against unintentional billing errors or omissions.
Remember that in addition to potential malpractice
claims, you also face the same potential liabilities as
other business owners. You might consider an
umbrella policy as well as coverage that protects you
against business-related exposures such as fire, theft,
employee dishonesty, or business interruption.
Disability insurance
Your income depends on your ability to function,
especially if you're a solo practitioner, and you may
have fixed overhead costs that would need to be
covered if your ability to work were impaired. One
choice you'll face is how early in your career to
purchase disability insurance. Age plays a role in
determining premiums, and you may qualify for lower
premiums if you are relatively young. When
evaluating disability income policies, medical
professionals should pay special attention to how the
policy defines disability. Look for a liberal definition
such as "own occupation," which can help ensure that
you're covered in case you can't practice in your
chosen specialty.
To protect your business if you become disabled,
consider business overhead expense insurance that
will cover routine expenses such as payroll, utilities,
and equipment rental. An insurance professional can
help evaluate your needs.

office space? What are the pros and cons of taking
over an existing practice compared to starting one
from scratch? If you're part of a group practice, is the
practice structured financially to accommodate the
needs of all partners? Does running a "concierge" or
retainer practice appeal to you? If you're considering
expansion, how should you finance it?
Questions like these are rarely simple and should be
done in the context of an overall financial plan that
takes into account both your personal and
professional goals.
Many physicians have created processes and
products for their own practices, and have then
licensed their creations to a corporation. If you are
among them, you may need help with legal and
financial concerns related to patents, royalties, and
the like. And if you have your own practice, you may
find that cash flow management, maximizing return
on working capital, hiring and managing employees,
and financing equipment purchases and maintenance
become increasingly complex issues as your practice
develops.

Practice valuation
You may have to make tradeoffs between maximizing
current income from your practice and maximizing its
value as an asset for eventual sale. Also, timing the
sale of a practice and minimizing taxes on its
proceeds can be complex. If you're planning a
business succession, or considering changing
practices or even careers, you might benefit from help
with evaluating the financial consequences of those
decisions.

Estate planning
Estate planning, which can both minimize taxes and
further your personal and philanthropic goals,
probably will become important to you at some point.
Options you might consider include:

Practice management and business
planning

• Life insurance
• Buy-sell agreements for your practice
• Charitable trusts

Is a group practice more advantageous than
operating solo, taking in a junior colleague, or working
for a managed-care network? If you have an
independent practice, should you own or rent your

You've spent a long time acquiring and maintaining
expertise in your field, and your patients rely on your
specialized knowledge. Doesn't it make sense to treat
your finances with the same level of care?

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES
Broadridge Investor Communication Solutions, Inc. does not provide investment, tax, or legal advice. The information presented here is not
specific to any individual's personal circumstances.
To the extent that this material concerns tax matters, it is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by a taxpayer for the purpose
of avoiding penalties that may be imposed by law. Each taxpayer should seek independent advice from a tax professional based on his or her
individual circumstances.
These materials are provided for general information and educational purposes based upon publicly available information from sources believed
to be reliable—we cannot assure the accuracy or completeness of these materials. The information in these materials may change at any time
and without notice.
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Dr. Chad Gehani, ADA Trustee 2014
Pierre Fauchard Academy Citation for Dr. Chad Gehani.

Photo courtesy : Dr. Steve Bauman

It gives me immense pleasure in writing this today, it is one of those unprecedented moments that seldom occur, but when it does it makes history. I witnessed
history being made, on Sunday June 2, 2013 in the Grand Hyatt, NYC. The New York State Dental Association House of Delegates overwhelmingly voted to
elect, our own, Dr. Chad P. Gehani to be the representative of NYSDA in the American Dental Association. This position appoints him to be a member of the
Board of Trustees of the American Dental Association representing the Second Trustee District viz; New York State. NYSDA has over 13, 000 active ADA
dues paying members who are represented by 101 NYSDA delegates from the 13 components that make up NYSDA. One Trustee, Dr. Chad P. Gehani.
NYSDA recently adopted a new governance structure, changing from Board of Governors to House of Delegates, which essentially provides greater
representation of its membership and mimics its parent body the ADA. ADA Trustee term is for four years; Dr. Gehani's term will start just before the end of
the 2014 ADA House of Delegates session in San Antonio, Texas.
Chad and Rekha have led by example and made immense contributions to the community and organized dentistry. They have mentored scores of individuals,
dentists and non-dentists, both on personal and professional levels, by providing guidance, virtuous philosophy and help throughout their lives. Not once but
every single time they have put the greater good ahead of themselves. In return, god has rewarded them for their kindness and relentless hard work.
This truly is "A Matter of Pride" for the entire global Indian community.
A sincere thank you and my heartfelt congratulations to the Gehani's for a well deserved honor.
Dr. Viren Jhaveri

Dr. Bhagwati J. Mistry CE lecture in
Restorative techniques in Pediatric Dentistry,
April 21st, 2013
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separately.
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215-855-8503

The Consequences of an Office of
Professional Discipline Penalty
Amy T. Kulb, Jacobson Goldberg & Kulb, LLP
In our litigious society, complaints by dental patients and other sources to the Office of Professional
Discipline (OPD) are on the rise. The receipt of a letter from OPD requesting a patient’s record will cause you to
experience a wide range of emotions. You may be absolutely confident that your treatment of the patient was
appropriate and that your record is beyond reproach. On the other hand, you may be understandably frustrated and
disappointed that a patient on whom you worked so hard to achieve an excellent outcome has now reported you to
OPD. Additionally, you may be greatly concerned about the time, effort and expense involved in navigating the
OPD process. Anxiety about the eventual outcome of this process can weigh heavily upon you.
Hypothetically, the patient may allege that a crown did not fit properly and needed to be replaced, or that
root canal treatment was unsatisfactory, requiring further treatment. This allegation triggers a report to OPD. A
member of the State Board of Dentistry will then review your records and those of the patient’s subsequent
dentist. If this Board expert concludes that the crown had an open margin or that the root canal filling was short of
the apex, he/she may recommend that you be suspended, but with the suspension stayed while you remain on
probation. In addition, the expert reviewer may recommend that you promptly complete remedial coursework.
After this OPD investigation has concluded, the OPD attorney assigned to prosecute the case will send
you a letter explaining the “findings” made by the State Board of Dentistry reviewer and propose that you enter
into a settlement agreement to resolve the charges brought by the Board.
Although you are certain that the complaint and charges are unfounded, you may initially breathe a sigh
of relief when the OPD attorney assures you that the proposed settlement of the investigation does not involve an
“actual” suspension of your license, allowing you to practice dentistry without interruption. Because you believe
you can now conclude this matter with no further repercussions and can avoid a negative impact on your finances
and practice by contesting the charges at a hearing, you quickly opt to settle the matter.
The settlement agreement you are being asked to sign is embodied in a “Consent,” which states in fine
print that this Consent will be a “matter of public record.” It does not elaborate further. After you sign the
Consent, it is then signed by the State Board expert reviewer and the Board of Regents. An “Order” is issued and
then sent to you, describing what you must do in accordance with the settlement. To your dismay, the Order is
posted on OPD’s website. Suddenly, during the ensuing days and weeks, you are barraged with letters from the
New York State Office of the Medicaid Inspector General (OMIG), the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS), all of the insurance plans with which you participate, hospitals with which you are associated,
and, sometimes, even the Drug Enforcement Agency and the Workers Compensation Board. All of these letters
state that the agency or entity is either terminating, or proposing to terminate, your participation as a provider or
your privileges.
How could this have happened? Unexpectedly, the Consent you signed with counsel, which was supposed
to have concluded this matter, has now turned your professional life upside down. In reality, any penalty imposed
by OPD can, and does, have far-reaching consequences affecting the many relationships you have with a variety
of payors and others who are essential to your practice and livelihood.
Every dentist must be made aware of how essential it is to properly respond to an OPD investigation in
order to deal appropriately with the very significant collateral consequences described below. Because your
livelihood is at stake, we strongly recommend that you consult with, and retain, experienced counsel upon
receiving the initial letter from OPD requesting the patient’s record. Certainly, you should do so before accepting
any settlement. From the very beginning of the investigation, your goal should be to demonstrate to the Board’s
reviewer that your evaluation of the patient was complete, your treatment plan was appropriate, and the dental
work was completed properly and in a timely fashion. All of this must be documented in your dental record,
including your conclusion that the patient had an acceptable outcome. Counsel can review your record with you
and determine whether you should additionally prepare a narrative and/or obtain a consultant’s report to submit to
the reviewer, if he/she takes exception to any aspect of your care and treatment. By submitting a specific

response, you may be able to provide a satisfactory explanation for the Board member’s “findings.” You can also
request an opportunity to discuss the case in person with the Board member at an informal settlement conference.
If you do so, your counsel can both prepare this presentation with you and accompany you to the conference. The
assistance of counsel at this stage of the OPD investigation can provide an opportunity for the recommended
penalty to be mitigated or the charges dropped which would lessen or avoid collateral consequences.
If, however, the case is not resolved, either during the OPD investigation or at an informal settlement
conference, it then proceeds forward. If you consent to settle with OPD, or you are found guilty of professional
misconduct after a hearing or a penalty is imposed based upon a criminal conviction or disciplinary action by
another state, an Order pursuant to any settlement agreement you make is then issued by the Board of Regents.
This Order is both posted on the OPD website and reported to the National Practitioner Data Bank (NPDB). Your
disclosure of this Order is also required when you apply or reapply for privileges, or when you provide
credentialing information to hospitals and insurance networks. Experienced counsel can assist you to determine
what entities will likely be affected by the Order, as well as help you navigate any collateral consequences that
arise.
One of the most immediate, certain, and significant consequences to you is that all OPD Orders are now
reviewed by the NYS Office of the Medicaid Inspector General (OMIG). This occurs regardless of whether the
OPD matter is related to Medicaid or whether the dentist is a Medicaid provider. The OMIG has the authority to
place the dentist on the Medicaid Disqualified Individuals (DQ) list. Being placed on the DQ list not only bars
you from directly participating in Medicaid, but also from participating with privately administered Medicaid
managed care entities. It further bars you from employment by, or affiliation with, any other individual or entity
that participates in, or receives funds from, Medicaid. This includes group dental practices, hospitals, and any
other Article 28 facility. This action may also impact other privileges that require “good standing” with Medicaid,
such as hospital or academic appointments. Further, when your name is placed on the Medicaid DQ list, entities
that administer insurance benefits for hundreds of prescription plans place an “edit” in their system. Regardless of
whether the patient is a Medicaid beneficiary, at the time the patient presents your prescription to a pharmacy,
payment for that prescription will be denied.
Therefore, for all these reasons, before you agree to any settlement with OPD, your counsel should
request approval from the OMIG that the proposed OPD penalty not result in your placement on the DQ list. If the
OMIG does place you on the DQ list, you can challenge this action in court. Several recent court decisions have
held that the OMIG’s DQ list is “arbitrary,” due to the fact that these consequences go far beyond the OPD
penalty.1
Additionally, all OPD Orders are reviewed by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
(HHS), which oversees Medicare. If the matter involves any underlying conviction for healthcare fraud, a felony
or a misdemeanor, HHS is required to exclude the dentist for a mandatory period of five (5) years. Further, HHS
can extend the exclusion for fraud to ten (10), fifteen (15), or even twenty (20) years, depending upon the
circumstances. If your license is suspended by OPD, that is considered to be a basis for exclusion by HHS.
Although there are no Medicare benefits for dental
1.

Milhailescu v. Sheehan, 25 Misc 3d 258 (Sup. Ct. New York Co. 2009);
Koch v Sheehan, 95 A.D.3d 82 (4th Dept. 2012);
Pearl v OMIG, (Supreme Court Albany County, Index No. 7162/2009).

services, exclusion by HHS bars you from participation in, or reinstatement by, any state’s Medicaid Program and
bars the submission of any eligible claims to any Medicare carrier for services you provide. The HHS exclusion
extends to benefit programs for Federal employees and can entirely disqualify your participation with any
insurance networks that administer such programs under their network umbrella. The New York State Workers
Compensation Board (WCB) also reviews OPD Orders. The WCB will request that you provide an explanation of
the OPD penalty and can then seek to suspend or terminate your participation to evaluate and/or provide services
to Workers Compensation claimants as it sees fit.
Further, within a short time after the OPD Order is issued, you can expect to be contacted by most, if not
all, of the insurance networks and plans with which you participate. They initially will request an explanation of
what occurred. Your rights and responsibilities are governed by the provider agreement. Generally, the plan can

elect to terminate the contract, or submit the Order and your response to a peer or credentialing committee. If your
participation with a specific plan or plans is crucial to your practice, you should evaluate this with counsel during
the OPD process and, thereafter, in responding to the inquiry.
Many other significant privileges can be impacted by an OPD Order, such as: DEA registration; licensure
in another state or in another profession; hospital and academic appointments; and, continuation of professional
liability coverage, or the imposition of a premium surcharge. Therefore, these also require careful consideration
and the assistance of counsel throughout the process. OPD Orders are also a basis for proceedings by the Council
on Ethics of the New York State Dental Association (NYSDA). An OPD Order can result in censure, probation,
suspension, or your expulsion as a member of NYSDA. If you are a defendant in a malpractice case or other
litigation, opposing counsel may seek to introduce the OPD Order into evidence. Thus, you must always promptly
advise your defense counsel of the pendency or existence of an OPD Order.
In the unlikely event that you also face criminal charges, it is essential that you understand that in New
York State, all criminal convictions, regardless of the level of the offense or the relationship or lack thereof to
professional practice, are considered by definition to be professional misconduct. Therefore, you can expect the
OPD to commence proceedings and impose a penalty against you after a criminal conviction. Convictions are also
reviewed by Medicaid and Medicare. If they are related to healthcare fraud or the use of controlled drugs, this
likely mandates your exclusion by OMIG and HHS.
Further, when applying for privileges or in providing information for use in credentialing for employment,
insurance participation, hospital privileges, and malpractice insurance, you must disclose them. Therefore, you
must consider the potential impact of these collateral consequences on your career when you decide whether to
agree to a criminal plea bargain offer.
Suspension or termination for cause by a hospital, educational program, or insurance network, can also
result in your being reported to the NPDB, OPD, or, in certain instances, to law enforcement. The OMIG posts
Medicaid Final Audit Reports, Sanctions and Decisions After Hearings on its website. An investigation by OPD
or law enforcement could be generated from that posting as well.
In conclusion, when OPD imposes a disciplinary penalty on you, it often has far-reaching financial and/or other
consequences, to your dental practice. Therefore, it is never too early to seek the guidance and assistance of
experienced counsel when initially faced with an investigation by OPD, an insurance audit, or in the unlikely
event of a criminal matter.
This article has been reprinted with permission from: MLMIC Dental Dateline (Fall 2012), published by Medical
Liability Mutual Insurance Company, 2 Park Avenue, Room 2500, New York, NY 10016. Copyright ©2012 by
Medical Liability Mutual Insurance Company. All Rights Reserved. No part of this article may be reproduced or
transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, photocopying, or otherwise, without the written
permission of MLMIC.

Amy T. Kulb is a partner in Jacobson Goldberg & Kulb, LLP, a law firm in Garden City, New York. Amy began
her career with OPD. In her private practice, from 1986 to the present, Amy concentrates on representing
dentists in matters with OPD and Medicaid, audits, and other professional practice issues. She can be reached at
(516) 222-2330 or at akulb@jngllp.com.

Our heartfelt condolences to......
- Drs. Mukesh and Dina Ajmera, for the loss of Dr. Mukesh Ajmera's sister, Mrs. Prathima V. Sheth, on March 17th, 2013 in Pune India.
- Dr. Haresh Shah's family, whose father Harshbhai Jayyogeshwar passed away in April, 2013.
- Dr. Nilesh Patel's family for the loss of his father-in-law.
- Dr. Divakar Chokshi's family whose father passed away in March 2013.
- The Mathew family for the loss of Dr. John Mathew, who was greatly respected and loved by many at IDA and the larger dental
fraternity.

If registering by mail, please complete form below and mail along with your check.

Convention 2013 Registration Form
IDA (USA) Inc. Annual Covention October 19 and 20, 2013

Dentist $140 Saturday and Sunday
Diner Banquet on Saturday and boxed lunch on Sunday
included

All others $60 Saturday Banquet
Students $35

Name(s)_______________________________________

Name(s)____________________________

Please use online registration at ida-usa.org. If mailing check please make check payable to IDA (USA) Inc. for
appropriate amount and mail to 140 Tulip Avenue Floral Park NY 11001

